Student Leader Contact Information 2018-2019
The following contact information about SGA and SSASO’s are up-to-date.
Any SSASO (SSA Student Organization) listed in yellow has yet to be re-activated

**SGA**
President - Kirstin Williams [kirstin_williams@uchicago.edu](mailto:kirstin_williams@uchicago.edu)
Vice President – Monica Moore [monicajosephine@uchicago.edu](mailto:monicajosephine@uchicago.edu)
Social Chair – Juliet Gutierrez [julietg@uchicago.edu](mailto:julietg@uchicago.edu)
Secretary – Jennifer Martinez [jenmartinezc@uchicago.edu](mailto:jenmartinezc@uchicago.edu)
Grad Council Rep – Chelsea Hopson [hopson@uchicago.edu](mailto:hopson@uchicago.edu)

**Student Orgs**

**Advocate's Forum (09)**
Organization's Liaison – Elizabeth Weiss [emweiss@uchicago.edu](mailto:emweiss@uchicago.edu)
Organization’s Liaison – Shay Gonzalez [shaygonzales@uchicago.edu](mailto:shaygonzales@uchicago.edu)
Org Email - Advocates' Forum ([ssa.advocatesforum@gmail.com](mailto:ssa.advocatesforum@gmail.com))
Advisor's Name –

**Asian Student Association (03)**
Primary Contact – Sarah Baek [baek@uchicago.edu](mailto:baek@uchicago.edu)
Financial Liaison – Won Joon (Kevin) Lee [wlee14@uchicago.edu](mailto:wlee14@uchicago.edu)
Communications Liaison – David Lee [davidleejr@uchicago.edu](mailto:davidleejr@uchicago.edu)
Student Org Rep – Sarah Baek [baek@uchicago.edu](mailto:baek@uchicago.edu)
Advisor’s Name – Miwa Yasui [myasui@uchicago.edu](mailto:myasui@uchicago.edu)

**Black Student Association (02)**
Organization's Liaison – Briana Payton [bapayton@uchicago.edu](mailto:bapayton@uchicago.edu)
Organization’s Liaison – Ebony Hinton: [ehinton@uchicago.edu](mailto:ehinton@uchicago.edu)
Organization Email: BSA SSA [bsaofssa@gmail.com](mailto:bsaofssa@gmail.com)
Advisor – S. Simmons [simmonss@uchicago.edu](mailto:simonss@uchicago.edu)

**Doctoral Student Association (04)**
Organization’s Liaison – Emily Ellis [emilyellis@uchicago.edu](mailto:emilyellis@uchicago.edu)
Organization’s Liaison – Jade Wong [jcwong@uchicago.edu](mailto:jcwong@uchicago.edu)
Advisor- Sydney Hans -

**The Elephant (22)**
Spirituality and Holistic Care (08)
Organization’s Liaison –
Organization’s Liaison –
Organization’s Liaison –
Advisor –

Justice Works (05)
Organization’s Liaison - Mario McHarris: mmcharri@uchicago.edu
Organization’s Liaison – Chelsea Hopson: hopson@uchicago.edu
Advisor – Matthew Epperson: mepperson@uchicago.edu

LatinX Student Association (07)
Organization’s Liaison – Laura Caballero: lcaballero@uchicago.edu
Organization’s Liaison – Tomas Uriostegui: tomasuriostegui31@gmail.com
Organization’s Liaison – Ruth Castro: rncastro@uchicago.edu
Organization Email: latinaostudentassociation@gmail.com
Advisor – Marci Ybarra: mybarra@uchicago.edu

Qualitative Working Group
Organization's Liaison – Dylan Bellisle dbellisle@uchicago.edu
Organization’s Liaison – Justin Harty jjustinharty@uchicago.edu
Advisor – Gina Samuels gmsamuels@uchicago.edu

The Social Q’s (11)
Organization's Liaison – Shay Gonzales: shaygonzales@uchicago.edu
Organization’s Liaison – Kaitlin Pelech (kpelech@uchicago.edu)
Advisor – Alida Borus: abouris@uchicago.edu

South Asian Student Organization (06)
Organization’s Liaison:
Organization’s Liaison:
Advisor: Shipra Parikh:

SSA End Immigrant Detention Project (16)
Organization’s Liaison – Laura Caballero lcaballero@uchicago.edu
Organization’s Liaison –
Advisor: Jessica Darrow – Jessica.h.darrow@gmail.com
SSA Student Association on Aging (14)
Organization’s Liaison – Karen Sherman klsherman@uchicago.edu
Organization’s Liaison – Kathleen Bolger kbolger@uchicago.edu
Advisor – Erin Weir Lakhmani eweirlakhmani@uchicago.edu.

SSA Without Borders (12)
Organization’s Liaison – Tomas Uriostegui: tomasuriostegui31@gmail.com
Organization’s Liaison – Felix Acuna: Felixaolivos@uchicago.edu
Organization’s Liaison – Kevin Swanson: kjswanson@uchicago.edu
Advisor – Shipra Parikh shiprasparikh@gmail.com

SSA YOGA (10)
Organization’s Liaison –
Organization’s Liaison –
Advisor –

TRAC Trauma, Resilience, and Advocacy Collaborative (13)
Organization’s Liaison –
Organization’s Liaison –
Advisor –